Counterintuitively, experiments show that an electromagnetically levitated particle escapes from its trap when the ambient pressure is reduced below a certain level even if the particle's motion is cooled by a resonator-based or feedback-based mechanism. Here, we theoretically show that the ambient pressure must be kept well above a critical value arising from gradient force fluctuations (viz., fluctuations in part of the EM force whose Hamiltonian is quadratic in the position of the particle). Also, we consider other force fluctuations, and determine whether different realizations of feedback cooling are able to reach the ground state. In some realizations, the cooling rate must be kept well below a critical value arising from measurement-induced gradient force fluctuations.
the laser power ( ) L P used to trap the particle (and illuminate it for photodetection) lead to fluctuations in the gradient force, radiation pressure, and recoil force. We show that the particle escapes from the trap if the ambient pressure is not kept well above a critical value arising from the gradient force fluctuations. Our derived critical value is relevant in any other system employing an electromagnetically levitated particle, e.g. the resonator-based systems proposed in [8] [9] [10] [11] . Quantum fluctuations in L P also lead to the measurement noise, and therefore to measurement-induced force fluctuations. We show that the particle escapes from the trap in some realizations of feedback cooling if the cooling rate is not kept well below a critical value arising from measurement-induced gradient force fluctuations.
Thermal motion.-We consider a small dielectric particle of mass M levitated by the optical gradient force around the focal point of a lens whose axis is defined as the z axis. The position (or position operator) of the particle center with respect to the focal point of the lens is denoted by 1 2 3 ( , , ). r x x x   The gas molecules surrounding the particle exert a damping force M r     on the particle, where the intrinsic damping rate ( )  is proportional to the ambient pressure (P am ) [17] . As a manifestation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the gas molecules also exert a random force th f  on the particle, where the spectral density of , 
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The temperature T is an effective temperature between the ambient temperature and the surface temperature (T s ) of the particle [21, 22] . It is noteworthy that the photophoretic force, which is a result of temperature gradient over the particle surface [23, 24] , is negligible. S  apart from a coefficient, was equal to the spectral density of the electric current applied to the laser], B would be equal to . B We will return to this point when we discuss feedback cooling.
The final linear momentum of the photons scattered by the particle begets a recoil force 
[ ( 1) ] 
where , ( )  respectively, they will hereafter be denoted 
We will derive should be noted that the surface temperature of the particle (T s ) must be kept below the melting point.
Feedback cooling by gradient force.-In this realization, the laser trapping (and illuminating) the particle cools its motion as well [14] [15] [16] . Since the gradient force is linear in , i x the current i I  must be multiplied by the current i I before being applied to the laser. Strictly speaking, the resulting cooling force component 
respectively, and we have ignored . -In this realization, the particle has a net electric charge, and the cooling force components are generated by three capacitors [13] . As a result, UFC is negligible. Also, Numerical examples.-We assume that the wavelength and mean power of the laser trapping and illuminating the particle are 0  =1064 nm and L P =100 mW. The numerical aperture of the lens preceded by the laser is 0.8. The particle is of fused silica (with relative permittivity 2.1+j10 -5 ) and of radius R=70 nm. These are the same parameters as in [14] . The dipole approximation assumes that the EM fields radiated by the particle, whose size is small in comparison with 0  , are almost equal to the EM fields radiated by a point-like dipole in free space [2, 3] . By applying the dipole approximation to the Maxwell stress tensor [4] , the classical EM force exerted by the Gaussian beam on the particle is simplified to 
B. EM force fluctuations
We use the same notation as in Part A. Insofar as the gradient force is concerned, the presence of the particle slightly changes the EM energy stored around the focal point of the lens, but does not change the number of the photons passing through the focal plane of the lens.
Therefore, the quantum operator corresponding to i g reads  (see [7] for the definition of spectral density). The approach we adopt yields not only the spectral density of 3  , but also the expectation value of 3  (viz. ). The results to be derived here are applicable not only to the laser light trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection), but also to the laser light cooling the particle's motion (in the realizations of feedback cooling which employ laser light to cool the particle's motion).
Assuming We now derive the spectral density of 3  for the laser light trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection). The radiation pressure 3 z comes from the initial linear momentum of the photons interacting with the particle. The photons interacting with the particle are either scattered or absorbed by the particle. We write 3  as the sum of 
The square root of the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) is the expectation value of 3  . Moreover, the Fourier transform of the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) with respect to  is the spectral density of 3  .
We now derive s P and a P . Under the dipole approximation, the electric field radiated by the particle ( The coefficients B and B , which we derived above for the laser light trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection), are not equal. However, this is not the case for the laser light cooling the particle's motion (in the realizations of feedback cooling which employ laser light to cool the particle's motion). The reason is that, unlike the fluctuations  is the sum of the signal needed for feedback cooling and the measurement noise). In the case of c P , the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (B1) can be ignored while the second must be modified.
To modify the second term, we assume that: (i) the proportionality constant between , where the subscript 'c' for NA and 0 k emphasizes that the Gaussian beam cooling the particle's motion is not necessarily the same as the Gaussian beam trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection).
We now derive the spectral densities of the components of the recoil force (  ) for the laser light trapping the particle (and illuminating it for photodetection). The recoil force comes from the final linear momentum of the photons scattered by the particle. Unlike the gradient force ( g  ) and radiation pressure ( given N  , the observables m t and n t (for n m  ) are independent of each other, and have uniform distributions over the interval (0, ) T . Therefore, the expectation value of ( ) ( ) is always unimportant in deriving the spectral density of i  .
However, in the case of the laser light cooling the particle's motion (in the realizations of feedback cooling which employ laser light to cool the particle's motion), the modified form of the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B2) is not independent of  , but the fact
ensures that it does not contribute to the spectral density of the recoil force.
C. Surface temperature and intrinsic damping rate
The gas molecules surrounding the particle exert a damping force M v    on it, where M and v  denote the mass and velocity of the particle, respectively. According to Epstein's seminal paper [9] , the intrinsic damping rate  for the motion of a spherical particle of radius R in a rarefied gas can be written as the sum of  , respectively, m denotes the mass of the gas molecules, am P denotes the ambient pressure, am T denotes the ambient temperature, and em T denotes the temperature of the gas molecules emerging from the particle.
Einstein's formula is applicable whenever em T is definable.
The gas molecules also exert a random force 1 2 3 ( , , ) f f f on the particle. When em T is equal to am T , the spectral density of i f can be derived by using the Caldeira-Leggett model, and can be written as a function ( ; , ) is the surface area of the particle, and a  denotes the heat capacity ratio of the gas [12, 13] . The rate of thermal radiation ( . . As is usually the case in experiments [8, [14] [15] [16] , we assume that the Gaussian beam trapping the particle illuminates it for photodetection as well. We use the same notations as in Parts A and B. The measurement of the position of the particle center is carried out by the measurement of the EM field intensity [8, [14] [15] [16] . The electric field is the sum of the incident electric field ( L E  ) given by Eq. (A1) and the electric field radiated by the particle ( r E  ). Under the dipole approximation, r E  is equal to the electric field radiated by a point-like dipole with the 
